Consulate General of India
Jeddah

ANNOUNCEMENT

Embassy of India, Riyadh is planning to constitute an ‘India-Saudi Medical Forum’ and ‘Indian Education Forum’ comprising Indian doctors working in hospitals/clinics and Indian Professors working in Saudi Universities/Colleges in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Accordingly, Consulate General of India, Jeddah is planning to create a database for membership of all Indian doctors working in hospitals/clinics and Indian professors working in Saudi Universities/Colleges in the Western Region of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

All Indian doctors and professors are therefore, requested to join the forum by giving their details in the format given in the Consulate’s website:

For Doctors:  https://forms.gle/EHgpPQs1Cvy3Z5AeA
For Professors: https://forms.gle/i55vfNTJGtQHdRyZA